YTS
Your Total Security

Remotely-Operated Intelligence Vehicle

Operational Benefits
> Risk Free - removes need for in-vehicle operators
> Continues operation up to 96 hours
> Tailored to the tactical and strategic needs of every
customer
> Low maintenance
> Cost-effective operation

Risk-free intelligence
gathering via remote
operation of vehicle
systems

When comprehensive surveillance is required in hostile or unsafe
areas, the YTS Remotely-Operated Surveillance Vehicle delivers
interception, intelligence gathering and nearly 360° observation
without risk to on-board crew.

An important element of an overall surveillance strategy, the vehicle aids intelligence units, police and other

Key Features

security agencies with critical interception and observation capabilities in areas where security personnel
may be at risk.

> Cellular interception system
> Day/night near-360o observation

Off-site operators control the vehicle’s systems, facilitating the real-time transmission of surveillance data

> Fully remote controlled systems

to headquarters or control units.

> Real-time data recording and dissemination
> Withstands high temperatures for lengthy periods

The Remotely-Operated Surveillance Vehicle is equipped with a range of audio and video sensors, encrypted

> Independent energy solution with rechargeable

communication, and advanced day/night observation capabilities for various ranges. Suitable for the most

batteries

hazardous environments, the vehicle is further secured by a sophisticated system that alerts when the

> Various communication methods to head-quarter:

vehicle is compromised in any way.

- Multi-channel cellular
- Extended WiFi

Part of the YTS fleet of special operations vehicles, the Remotely-Operated Surveillance Vehicle harnesses 30

- Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

years of surveillance experience in real-life operational scenarios. The vehicle is suitable for a wide range of

(COFDM)

applications, including complex surveillance missions and terror prevention. YTS vehicles are in use by Israeli
government and security agencies, and in other law enforcement agencies around the world.

Communication methods to
head-quarter:

PTZ

DVR

MC

ROUTER

HUB
COFDM

Remotely-Operated intelligence vehicle tailored to the mission and to the client’s tactical needs

Panoramic surveillance for comprehensive
coverage
YTS employs its deep understanding of security
and intelligence missions to design a vehicle
that enables autonomous intelligence gathering
operations.
Remotely-guided extended operation
Extended operation up to 96 hours

Advanced energy and heat exhaust systems enable
continuous remote operation for up to 96 hours in
even extreme temperatures.
Fully customizable surveillance solution
As a systems integrator with extensive field
experience, YTS sources the right technology and
equipment for each individual customer, delivering
a completely tailored solution.

Fully remote controlled systems

Real-time data recording and dissemination

Panoramic surveillance for comprehensive coverage

> Address: 13 Shaked St., P.O.B 187,
Chevel Modiyn Industrial Park, 7319900, Israel.
> Telephone: 03.6355030 Fax: 972.3.6355080
> E-mail: service@yts.co.il

www.yts.co.il

